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The Tao of War

A Collection of Possibilities
There are many ways to play Bin’Fa. The game was developed over four decades; in that time more than
one way was, in fact, published. The two primary sets of rules are the ones published by Avalon Hill as
Hexogony, and the current rules as published by Allsaid & Dunn, LLC.
Here you will find a distillation of the rules to their most basic form, followed by a set of modules that can
be added by themselves or in concert to make the game of Bin’Fa anything you would like it to be, all
without violating the core principles that make this an elegant and beautiful game of Oriental Strategy and
Conquest.
This document assumes that you have access to the current Bin’Fa rules. If you do not, you can
download them from the Bin’Fa website at:
http://www.bin-fa.com/rules.html
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Basic Bin’Fa
The Core of War

Game Components
● Triangular game board sections (×6)
● Armies (×6), each consisting of:
� Army units (×12)
� Supply marker (×1)
● Supply tokens (×60)
● Six-sided dice (×2)

Setup
The Battlefield
The Battlefield is composed of the six board
sections. Each board section is divided into two
sectors:
● The Battle Sector is made up of 16 small
triangular spaces. The Armies move and fight
over the battle sectors.
● The Supply Sector is made up of a path of
seven colored circles. Players use the supply
sector when they try to gather supplies.

Home Bases
Each army has a Home Base. An army’s home
base is the board section that has three circles in
the middle of the supply sector and battle sector
that matches that army’s color.
Example: the board section at the bottom of
the image to the right is the home base for the
blue army: The three circles in the middle of
the supply sector are all blue and the battle
sector is blue.
Set up the battlefield by placing the six game
board sections on the table, arranged into a
hexagon. The specific color order is not
important; players may arrange these sections as
they wish.

The Army
Each player commands one army.
● In a two-player game, players should select
armies which are on opposite sides of the
battlefield (i.e., on the battlefield shown
above, players could be: purple–blue,
orange–green, or red–yellow).
● In a three-player game, players should select
every other army (i.e., on the battlefield
shown above, players could be: purple–
green–yellow, or orange–red–blue).
● In a game with four or more players, players
may select any color they wish.
Place all of the supply tokens where all players
can reach them. This is the Central Store.
Each player places their Supply Marker on the
central space of the Supply Track in their home
supply sector (i.e., the space with the crown).
Each player places their twelve Army Units on
any of the sixteen triangles of their home battle
sector. Up to twelve army units may be stacked
on a triangle. Determine the order in which
players place their armies randomly.
Note: once a player’s army is set-up, its army
units cannot be moved until play begins.
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Finally, players roll both dice for each army and
take a number of Supply Tokens from the
central store equal to the higher of the two
numbers and place them near the army’s home
base. Players must always keep their army’s
supplies in plain sight of all players.
The player in command of the army with the
fewest supply tokens takes the first turn. If two or
more players are tied, they roll dice (and continue
if necessary) until a lowest roll determines which
player takes the first turn.
The game may now begin!

Game Turn
Bin’Fa is played over a series of turns. A player’s
turn begins when the dice are handed to them,
and ends when they pass the dice to the player
on their left. Play always goes clockwise from
player to player.
At the beginning of the turn, the player must
choose one of two actions:
● Gather Supplies, or
● Move Army Units
Players cannot switch from one to the other on
the same turn; the choice of moving or gathering
supplies must be made before the dice are rolled.
If a player forgets to declare which they are doing
before rolling the dice, they must gather supplies.
Once a player has completed their action, their
action is over and they pass the dice to the left.

Gather Supplies
A player who chooses to gather supplies rolls
both dice; they move their army’s supply marker
along the supply track a number of spaces equal
to the value of either die or the sum of both dice.
Example: 3 and 4 are rolled; the supply
marker may move 3, 4, or 7 spaces.
Supply markers always move clockwise. When
an army successfully gathers supplies, it gains a
number of supply tokens from the central store
equal to the number of spaces the supply marker
moved. After resolving the attempt to gather
supplies, the player’s turn is over.
Matching Color — if a supply marker lands on a
space of its own color, the army has successfully
gathered supplies.
Supply Routes — if a supply marker lands on a
space that matches the color of a battle sector
one or more of the army’s units occupy (e.g.,
green has a unit in red’s battle sector, and their
supply marker lands on a red space), the army
has successfully gathered supplies.
Doubles — if the roll is doubles, resolve the
attempt to gather supplies as normal, then roll
and move that army’s supply marker again. This
process continues until the dice result in
something other than doubles.
One Marker Limit — a supply marker cannot
land on a space occupied by another supply
marker. If all possible moves are blocked, the
supply marker stays in place; the move is lost.
Supply Limit — the number of supply tokens is
limited to 60. If an army successfully gathers
supplies, but there are not enough supply tokens,
in the central store, they gain however many
tokens are available, losing the rest. If the central
store is empty at the beginning of a player’s turn,
they cannot choose to gather supplies; they must
move an army’s units instead. If an army has no
supplies and the central store is empty, the player
must pass and lose their turn.

Supply Tokens
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Move Army Units
A player who chooses to move an army’s units
pays a supply token to the central store then rolls
both dice. If they forget to pay the supply token
before they roll the dice, they must instead
attempt to gather supplies.
The difference between the numbers rolled on
the dice is the number of moves the player must
make with their army’s units.
Example: the player pays a supply token to
the central store, rolls the dice, and gets a 6
and a 2. They must make (6 - 2 =) 4 moves.
A Stack is one or more army units on a single
space. A move consists of shifting all or part of a
stack from their current space to one of the three
adjacent spaces. Units cannot move to nonadjacent spaces. The size of the stack does not
matter, only the number of spaces moved.
One Army per Space — army units may not
move into a space occupied by army units
belonging to another player, even if allied.
Exact Number of Spaces — players must make
the exact number of moves dictated by the dice.
Army units may move back and forth between
two spaces to use up unwanted moves.
Doubles — if the player rolls doubles, their turn
ends immediately. They do not move their army’s
units, and they pass the dice to the left.
Continuation — after moving, the player may
pay another supply token, roll the dice, and move
again. This process continues for as long as the
player wished to keep moving, the army has
supplies, and the dice do not result in doubles.
Different Units — each roll is a separate move
order; units from a stack that has moved earlier in
the turn may be ordered to move again, or a
different stack may be given move orders.

Surrounding Army Units
A stack is captured and removed from play when
it is surrounded and unable to move off the space
it occupies. Stacks can be surrounded by any
combination of the following:
● The edge of the game board
● Stacks of a different color (even if allied)

Dislodging Units
Enemy stacks may be forced to retreat from their
current space into an adjacent space. This is
called dislodging the enemy.
In order to dislodge an enemy, the army must
have a stack that occupies a space adjacent to
the enemy stack they wish to dislodge, and the
attacking stack must outnumber the defending
stack.
The intent to dislodge an enemy stack must be
declared after paying the supply token, but before
the dice are rolled. The player must identify both
the attacking and defending stacks, then roll both
dice.
Failure — if neither die is a 6, the dislodge
attempt failed.
● The player makes no move for that roll.
● Assuming the player did not roll doubles, they
may continue with their turn.
Success — if either die is a 6, the dislodge
attempt is successful.
● The defending player must move their units to
an available adjacent space or spaces (they
may choose to divide as they fall back),
following the regular rules for movement.
● The attacking stack is then moved into the
space that was vacated by the defender.
● Once complete, the attacking player then
makes a normal move as dictated by the
difference between the dice.

Ending the Turn — a player may voluntarily end
their turn at any time.
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Boxcars — if both dice are 6s, the dislodge
attempt is successful.
● The enemy stack must fall back two spaces
and cannot divide as they do so.
● The attacking stack is then moved into the
second space that was vacated by the
defender.
● If the dislodged stack moves into a space
occupied by their own army units with their
first move, all of the army units in that space
must fall back the second space, even if they
now outnumber the attacking force.
● If the dislodged stack cannot make the
second move because all adjacent spaces
are blocked, the stack is lost and removed
from the battlefield.
● The attacking player’s turn is over since they
rolled doubles.
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Winning the Game
The game ends when only one player has army
units remaining on the battlefield!

Surrender
In order to remain in the game, an army must
have at least four units. An army reduced to three
or fewer army units immediately surrenders. Any
units the army has on the board are removed;
any supplies the army had are given to the
opponent who removed them. A player without an
army is eliminated from the game. If all armies
remaining in the game have four units remaining,
the game ends in a draw.
Important: supplies are only captured if an
army is reduced by an attack. If an army
surrenders for any other reason, its supplies
are returned to the central store.
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Oceans, Seas, etc.
The basic setup of the battlefield creates a
hexagonal island; this is not the only way the only
way in which the boards can be configured.
The configurations displayed on this page are just
two of the myriad possible layouts. The areas
between boards that are not connected represent
inlets, lakes, or other impassable terrain that
forces armies to move around them to get to
remote parts of the battlefield.
Players can arrange the board sections in any
configuration they like, as long as all players
agree. The battle sector on each board must
connect with the other five battle sectors: do not
cut off one part of the battlefield from the rest.

by the supply markers. They move in a clockwise
direction, jumping from one supply sector to the
next along a route agreed to by the players.
In laying out the six board sections, the supply
sectors should always be placed so as to form an
outer perimeter of the battlefield. This will avoid
disputes as to the route to be followed by the
supply markers.
Supply markers always move clockwise along the
supply track. When a marker reaches the last
space of the track in its current supply sector, it
continues by moving to the first space of the next
supply sector track.

Before play begins, make sure all players
understand and agree on the route to be followed
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Mountains, Swamps, etc.
Spaces which cannot be entered may be
included on the battlefield; these spaces
represent mountains, swamps, lakes, or other
impassable terrain.
After laying out the game board sections and
before deploying army units, the players place up
to six terrain markers anywhere within the battle
sector. The players must agree as to the
placement.

The standard edition of the game includes six
black pieces that are used to represent this
sort of terrain; in the rules, they are referred to
as terrain markers.
In the deluxe edition of the game, these black
checkers are replaced with tetrahedrons that
resemble mountains on the battlefield.

Terrain markers are placed within spaces. Once
placed they may not be moved. They cannot be
placed so as to cut off any part of the battlefield
from the rest; all parts of the battlefield must be
accessible from all other parts. Units cannot
move into spaces containing terrain markers;
thus they contribute to stacks being surrounded.
Mountain Range

Rivers, Walls, etc.
The borders between some spaces can be
blocked, preventing units from moving between
them; these represent rivers, walls, gorges, or
other barriers to movement.
After laying out the game board sections and
before deploying army units, divide twelve barrier
markers evenly among the players:
●
●
●
●

Two-player game: each player gets six.
Three-player game: each player gets four.
Four-player game: each player gets three.
Six-player game: each player gets two.
Note: in a five-player game, each player gets
two barrier markers; there will be two markers
remaining. Each player rolls a die; the player
with the high roll and the player with the low
roll each get a third barrier marker.

Determine the player who will place the first
barrier marker randomly. Proceeding clockwise,
each player places one barrier marker on the
board until they have all been placed.
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The Hexagony release of the game included
this form of terrain. The game used twelve
plastic stick-like pieces; those pieces can be
used. Lacking those, there are many potential
substitutes: matchsticks, craft sticks, balsa
wood square dowels, etc. Any well-stocked
craft store will have material that can be used
for this purpose.
Barrier markers are placed on the lines between
spaces. Once placed, they may not be moved.
They cannot be placed so as to cut off any part of
the battlefield from the rest; all parts of the
battlefield must be accessible from all other parts.
Units cannot move through barrier markers; thus
they contribute to stacks being surrounded.
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Vortexes
Vortexes may be included on the battlefield.
After laying out the game board sections and
before deploying army units, place between two
and six vortex markers anywhere within the battle
sector. Players must agree as to the placement.
A vortex allows units to move instantly across the
battlefield. When a stack enter a vortex space, it
instantly moves to any other vortex space. There
is a chance units transiting a vortex will be lost.
Vortex markers are placed within spaces. Once
placed they may not be moved. Vortexes do not
impede movement. Units can move into and out
of spaces containing vortex markers; thus, they
do not contribute to stacks being surrounded.
Army units pushed into a vortex are lost and
removed from play.

Moving through a Vortex
Units may move into spaces with a vortex marker
as the last space of a regular move. Those army
units immediately move (i.e., teleport) to any
other vortex marker on the board for free; this is a
continuation of the move and does not cost
movement or supplies. The units must remain on
the destination vortex space until the next roll of
the dice.
Important: moves cannot be expended in the
vortex. A stack may only enter a vortex as the
final space of their movement. They cannot
enter the vortex if they would have any
unused movement left.

The standard edition of the game includes six
white pieces that are used to represent this
sort of terrain; in the rules, they are referred to
as vortex markers.
In the deluxe edition of the game, these white
checkers are replaced with polymer triangles
that fill the board space they are on. They are
flat, so army units can be places atop them.

Leaving a Vortex
An army which has entered a vortex space must
exit the destination vortex space on the player’s
next movement die roll! The next time the player
rolls the dice for movement, if they do not roll
doubles, the army on the vortex must exit that
space.
If the dice only allow a single move (e.g., the dice
come up 5 and 4), the stack must exit the vortex
into a single adjacent space together. If the dice
allow multiple moves, the stack may be split into
any of the adjacent spaces.
If the dice do come up doubles, however, all units
in the in the stack on the vortex are lost; they are
immediately removed from the battlefield. Since
doubles were rolled, the player’s turn ends.

Dislodging From a Vortex
When units are leaving a vortex, they may
attempt to dislodge an adjacent stack of enemy
units. Be warned—this is a dangerous maneuver!
As usual, the attacking stack must outnumber the
defending stack. The player must pay their supply
token, state their intention to dislodge:
Failure — if neither die is a 6, the dislodge
attempt failed.
● The player makes no move for that roll; the
stack remains in the vortex.
● As the stack is in a vortex, the player’s next
move must be to exit them from the space.
● Assuming the player did not roll doubles, they
may continue with their turn.
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Success — if either die is a 6, the dislodge
attempt is successful.
● The defending player must move their units to
an available adjacent space or spaces (they
may choose to divide as they fall back),
following the regular rules for movement.
● The attacking stack is then moved into the
space that was vacated by the defender.
● Once complete, the attacking player then
makes a normal move as dictated by the
difference between the dice.
Boxcars — if both dice are 6s, the dislodge
attempt is successful.
● The enemy stack must fall back two spaces
and cannot divide as they do so.
● The attacking stack is then moved into the
second space that was vacated by the
defender.
● If the dislodged stack moves into a space
occupied by their own army units with their
first move, all of the army units in that space
must fall back the second space, even if they
now outnumber the attacking force.
● If the dislodged stack cannot make the
second move because all adjacent spaces
are blocked, the stack is lost and removed
from the battlefield.
● The attacking player’s turn is over since they
rolled doubles.
Doubles — if the dice are doubles other than
doubles 6s, the attacking stack is lost and
removed from play. The player’s turn is over
since they rolled doubles.
Note: when leaving a vortex via a normal
move (i.e., not attempting to dislodge) and
double 6s are rolled, the units are lost. Only
when leaving a vortex while attempting to
dislodge is rolling double 6s safe.
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Cities
Cities may be included on the battlefield; these
spaces represent settlements, encampments, or
other populated areas.
Determine the player who will place the first city
randomly. Proceeding clockwise, each player
places their city within their battle sector.
City markers are placed within spaces. Once
placed they may not be moved. Cities to not
impede movement. Units can move into and out
of spaces containing city markers; thus they do
not contribute to stacks being surrounded. Units
within a city may be surrounded and dislodged as
normal.
Players have another option for their turn: recruit
forces. An army may recruit forces so long as
they have at least six supply tokens, fewer than
twelve units on the battlefield, and no other
army’s units occupy their city.
To recruit forces, the player pays six supply
tokens and rolls the dice.
Failure — if neither die is a 6, the recruit attempt
failed. Assuming the player did not roll doubles,
the may continue with their turn.
Success — if either die is a 6, the recruit attempt
is successful. The player place one of their
removed units onto their city. Assuming the
player did not roll doubles, they may continue
with their turn.
Boxcars — if both dice are 6s, the recruit attempt
is successful. The player places one or two of
their removed units onto their city. The player’s
turn is over since they rolled doubles.
Doubles — if the dice are doubles other than
doubles 6s, the recruit attempt failed. The
player’s turn is over since they rolled doubles.
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The General

Multiple Armies

Generals may be included within each army; they
represent heroic individuals, military
commanders, or other types of elite units.

In games with fewer than four players, it is
possible for each player to command more than
one army.

Each player takes a general marker and adds it
to the army’s forces. Generals have the following
properties:
● Army units cannot enter a space occupied by
a general; not even units belonging to its own
army.
● A general cannot move onto a space
occupied by other units, even units belonging
to its own army (i.e., generals must always be
alone in a space).
● A general contributes to other units being
surrounded; even units belonging to its own
army.
● Units belonging to the general’s own army
contribute to it being surrounded (this is called
friendly fire).
● A general cannot be dislodged.
● A general can dislodge a stack of any size.
Note: if using the Cities rule (previous page),
a player cannot use the recruit forces action
to recruit a lost general; once lost, a general
is lost forever.

Surrender
The surrender rule states that an army reduced to
three or fewer units must surrender; if an army
still has its general, it may continue so long as it
has at least two other units.

● Two-player game: each player may command
two, or three armies.
● Three-player game: each player may
command two armies.
After laying out the game board sections,
determine the player who will select the first army
randomly. Proceeding clockwise, each player
selects one available army until each player has
the agreed upon number of armies under their
command. There are some special rules for
commanding multiple armies:
● Players get turns, not armies! When it is a
player’s turn, they must first select which of
their armies will be acting. Once selected, all
actions taken for that turn are for that army
alone.
● Supplies are not shared! Each army has its
own store of supplies. When controlling more
than one army, players must keep supplies
for each army separate; they may not be
traded or given to another army.

Random Armies
If playing with multiple armies and the random
army rule:
After laying out the game board sections place all
six supply markers into a container. Each player
draws (unseen) a supply marker from the
container; this is one of the factions they will be
playing.
Continue this process until each player has
selected the pre-determined number of armies to
command. Determine the order in which players
draw for their armies randomly.
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Limited Supplies

Expensive Armies

Supplies can be limited to fewer than 60 tokens.

Maintaining an army can be made more costly.

At the start of the game, place within the central
store 10 supply tokens per army in play (e.g.,
two-player game, each player commanding two
armies; the central store has 40 supply tokens).

When taking the move action, players must
declare the stack and the number of units within
that stack that will be moving then pay one supply
to the central store per unit to be moved.

Supply Marker Start

Irregular Start

Supply markers can start in other spaces.

Rather than selecting equidistant armies on the
board, players may select any army.

Players may place their army’s supply marker on
any of the seven supply spaces of the army’s
home sector.

This will mean that some parts of the battlefield
are far more important than others.

Stealing Supplies

Random Army

Supplies can be stolen as well as gathered.

Armies can be selected randomly.

When an army’s supply marker lands on the
central space of the supply track in another
army’s home supply sector (i.e., the space with
the crown), they have successfully gathered
supplies and may choose to gain these supplies
from the central store, or from the army upon
who’s space they have landed.

After laying out the game board sections, place
all six supply markers into a container. Each
player draws (unseen) a supply marker from the
container; this is the army they will be playing.
Determine the order in which players draw for
their army randomly.

Stacking Limit

Supply Wars

Stacks can be limited to three units.

A war can be fought on the supply track as well.
A supply marker can land on a space occupied
by another supply marker. When this happens,
the supply marker that was there originally is
removed from the supply track and is replaced
with the active army’s supply marker. The normal
rules apply for determining if supply tokens are
gained.
A player who’s army has no supply token on the
supply track cannot gather supplies. A player
may spend their turn putting the army’s supply
token back on the track. The supply token will
start on the central space of the army’s home
supply sector (i.e., the space with the crown).
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No stack may have more than three units, and
attempts to dislodge may be made by any stack
that has an equal or greater number of units.

Faster Movement
Armies can move very quickly across the
battlefield, but only for short periods of time.
When rolling the dice to determine movement,
rather than using the difference between the two
dice, the player may use either or both dice as
their movement.
Example: 3 and 4 are rolled; the army may
make 3, 4, or 7 moves. If doubles are rolled,
the player still ends their turn immediately
without making any moves.
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M.A.D.
Mutually Assured Destruction: armies can
obliterate each other.
When attempting to dislodge an enemy stack and
boxcars are rolled (i.e., double 6s), all units from
both stacks are destroyed and removed from the
battlefield. The player’s turn ends since they
rolled doubles.
First Edition Cover (1977)

Weather
The weather can be made a factor.
Players roll the weather die at the start of their
turns. The result is the sector that is off limits to
all army movement that turn. The player then
chooses either to move (aware that part of the
battlefield is inaccessible), or to gather supplies.

Weather and Supply Lanes
Additionally, the weather die may impact the
supply track. In this case, supply markers are
also barred from moving in the impacted sector.
● A supply marker that starts the turn in the
impacted sector cannot move.
● A supply marker that would normally enter the
impacted sector stops in the last space of the
previous supply sector. Normal rules for
gathering supplies apply.

The Weather Die

Fourth Kickstarter Edition (2015)

Fourth Kickstarter Edition Cover (2015)
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